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As autumn turns to winter, why not bring a touch of nature indoors by creating a charming bark

wreath bursting with red roses or a twig globe entwined with delicate amaryllis? In Beautiful Winter,

author and florist Edle Catharina Norman shows how to use seasonal materials and flowers to put

together 53 entrancing and easy to assemble home projects. From festive garlands to fun table

decorations (including candlesticks made of apples), you'll find an array of unique ideas to inspire

you. Illustrated with more than 55 full-color photographs, this book presents glorious decorations

that will warm your heart on even the coldest winter day.
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Norman takes us from summer swelter into the solstice s leafy comfort of fallen twigs, bark and

moss, and into the ideas that sprout from all that stuff that falls to the ground....The process is aided

by a foreword full of equipment suggestions, plus a forest of photos that alone tell the story of wire

pinning, joining branches, and softening almost any wood to manipulate into decorative shapes.

--Publishers WeeklyEvery page (in Beautiful Winter) has at least one inspirational photograph, and

there s something sure to suit every taste for wintertime decorating. Don't be surprised if you find

yourself taking walks in search of Mother Nature's offerings, like twigs, pine cones and fallen tree

branches. What a delightful book to have in one's collection! --The Detroit NewsEvery page (in

Beautiful Winter) has at least one inspirational photograph, and there s something sure to suit every

taste for wintertime decorating. Don't be surprised if you find yourself taking walks in search of



Mother Nature's offerings, like twigs, pine cones and fallen tree branches. What a delightful book to

have in one's collection! --The Detroit News

There are some really simple, cute ideas in this book. Even if you have no artistic ability, I think you

would find this book very helpful.

This is a small book that can give you ideas to make some relatively simple but nice looking wreaths

and other decorations for winter. Included are; wreaths, Advent, Christmas tree decoration ideas,

party table decorations, candlestick and vases and winter decorations. There is information on tools,

equipment and materials needed, as well as some good helpful information on making the wreaths.

One would wish there were more small pictures to give assembly instructions, although, if you are

an experienced crafter, there would not be a problem assembling the wreaths from the finished

pictures that are shown.Many of these wreaths and decorations are simple, naturalistic with curved

branches or bark and twigs. They are not the lush overdone ones that one sees in many decorator

books. We especially liked the candlesticks done with apples for their base. This is a pleasant

change from some of the decorating that over powers some homes.
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